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Abstract—SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) is a common cyberattack that target web application database. With the ever increasing and varying techniques to exploit web application SQLIA vulnerabilities, there is no a comprehensive method that can solve this kind of attacks. Therefore, these various of attack techniques required to establish many methods against in order to mitigate its threats. However, most of these methods have not yet been evaluated, where it is still just theories and require to implement and measure its performance and set its limitation. Moreover, most of the existing SQL injection countermeasures either used syntax-based detection methods or a list of predefined rules to detect the SQL injection, which is vulnerable in advance and sophisticated type of attacks because attackers create new ways to evade the detection utilizing their pre-knowledge. Although semantic-based features can improve the detection, up to our knowledge, no studies focused on extracting the semantic features from SQL stamens. This paper, investigates a designed model that can improve the efficacy of the SQL injection attack detection using machine learning techniques by extracting the semantic features that can effectively indicate the SQL injection attack. Also, a tenfold approach will be used to evaluate and validate the proposed detection model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SQL Injection Attack, known as SQLIA is one of the most common vulnerabilities of web applications. Although SQL Injection Attacks recently lost its first rank on the list of top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors by the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE™), it is still the 6th rank on the list of 2020. So far, by using these SQL query vulnerabilities, attackers can access the information on the database for many purposes such as extract, alter or delete the data. Which may cause to disrupt the system. Justin Clarke [1] described the process of SQL Inject as a weakness in the code where the program does not validate the inputs of user before passing them to SQL queries, which makes the attacker can manipulate the code to execute it on the back-end database.

Despite those obvious vulnerabilities on database, most of the prevention of injection attack methods depending on the database design phase and on the skills of the developer. So, there is no comprehensive solution will prevent directly SQL injection attacks. Steiner et al. [2] argued that withe the ever amount of research about SQLIA, the only resulting that may mitigate SQLIA is to code defensively. However, these researches not only help the developers by providing effective solutions to prevent the threats of SQLIA but also help them to understand the different types of SQL Injection Attacks to detect and avoid the vulnerabilities.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

There are various types of SQL Injection Attacks, which are, including but not a limitation to Tautologies, Illegal/logically incorrect queries, Union query and Piggy-backed queries. In this section, each type will be described.

A. SQL Injection Attack based on Tautology

The tautology injection attack is to bypass the authentication and access to the database without a valid username. Also, to identify injectable parameters which means, discover an injection spot to SQL injection attack in the
database and extract the data. The following is the basic command of the Tautologies injection attack:

```sql
SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = 100 OR 1 = 1 ;
```

The above statement, will make the query is evaluated TRUE since the 1=1 is always true, and return all the data of the table (users), which means the attacker will bypass the user authentication, access to the table and extract the data by using this injection.

### B. SQL Injection Attack based on Illegal/logically Incorrect Queries

The intent of this kind of SQL attack is trying to discover injectable parameters and extract data. Because of the ability for identifying the structure of the database and its injectable parameters, it is used in many attacks as the first step. Simply it happens when the application server returns the default error page which is contain information about the vulnerabilities that help programmers to correct their applications and sometimes return name of tables and column. So, attackers exploit this information on error pages to target the database weather by extract injectable code or data.

### C. SQL Injection Attack-based UNION QUERY

SQL injection attack-based UNION QUERY is another type of SQL attack that is used for bypassing authentication and extracting data. In this type, attacker exploits the UNION SELECT statement to inject his query after the correct query. The result is, return both of correct and injected query results from a database. Following is example of a Union Query statement:

```sql
SELECT accounts FROM users WHERE login=''' UNION SELECT cardNo from CreditCards WHERE acctNo=10032 -- AND pass=''' AND pin=
```

Assuming that there is no login equal to'’ and this is the fake query that trick the application and continue to execute the second query which is the data of the Credit Cards table, the column "cardNo" of account "10032". [3].

### D. SQL Injection Attack based on Piggy Backed Queries

The intent of this type is to extract data, add or modify data, perform denial of service, execute remote commands. In this type, attacker injects the malicious with the correct query that may involve INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE clause for modifying a record. For example:

```sql
SELECT * FROM User_info WHERE UserName = n; INSERT INTO User_info VALUES ('Pknapit',123')
```

When just the table name is known, this statement will insert a record into the table. Also DELETE, UPDTE clauses can be executed by using the same above query. [4].

### III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, a review of three common techniques that used for detecting SQL Injection Attack and related to our model proposed has been presented. These detection techniques are, Static Analysis, Dynamic Analysis and combined both them.

#### A. Static Analysis

Static Analysis is an approach that is used to detect many vulnerabilities not only SQL injection attacks. For SQL injection attack, it analyses the SQL query statement on the web application for detecting and preventing SQL Injection attacks. There are numerous researches that had proposed based on this approach. Wassermann and Su [5] have proposed using the combined automated reasoning and static analysis method in order to prevent SQLIA. The method verifies that there is no tautology in the real-time SQL Query. However, this method only detects the attack-based tautology and cannot detect another type of injection attack. Another method is proposed by Gould et al. [6] is the JDBC checker. This method by using the Java String Analysis library is verifying the inputs in real time to check if there SQL Injection Attack and prevent it. Because of using the Java Script Analysis library in this method, so it is only supported Java.

Kosuga et al. [7] proposed a technique that is named SANIA based on static analysis. SANIA analyses the syntax of SQL queries between web application and database to detect where are the SQL injection vulnerable spots, then generate automatically attacks based on this vulnerability and compare the parse trees of SQL queries with the results of that automated attack to validate the portability of attack. The limitation of SANIA that is needed the developers to know the all-SQL queries and HTTP requests on the web application.

Fu et al. [8] proposed a static analysis framework called SAFELI for identifying SQLIA vulnerabilities at compile-time. SAFELI can identify the vulnerabilities of the corresponding user input that could lead to a breach of information security. The limitation of this method that it is only detecting SQL injection attack in Microsoft based product.

#### B. Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic Analysis is another approach used for detecting SQL injection attacks, it detects the vulnerabilities during program execution. Appelt et al. [9] proposed an automated technique called µ4SQLi to detect SQL injection attack based on dynamic analysis, the technique based on a set of mutation operators that manipulate inputs to create new test inputs to trigger SQL injection attacks. Which may generate inputs that contain new attack patterns, and increasing the likelihood of
detecting vulnerabilities. Ciampa et al. [10] proposed an approach and tool called “viper”. The approach matching pattern the outputs and error messages, and use the information to craft attack inputs that are more likely to be successful at revealing vulnerabilities. In this method, error messages of web application may lead to not be able to prevent SQL injection attack. Shin [11] proposed the white-box security testing framework that verifying and the inputs in order to detect SQL injection attack. The main limitation in dynamic analysis that the vulnerabilities of web application can be located depending only on previous attacks.

C. Combined Analysis

Combined Static and Dynamic Analysis is the approach that collects the advantages of both static and dynamic approaches and using them together in order to detect and prevent SQL injection attacks. Halfond and Orso [12] proposed a technique called AMNESIA to detecting and preventing SQL injection attacks based on static analysis and dynamic analysis. The static analysis, creating a model of the legitimate queries of the application, and the dynamic analysis by using runtime monitoring check the dynamically-generated queries and match them with the static model. However, some a legitimate query that is like the structure of SQL attack may lead to produce false negatives with this method. ASSIST is another technique that is proposed by Mui and Frankl [13] which using a combination of static analysis and program transformation for automatic query sanitization and prevent SQL injection in code. But this technique also as AMNESIA result a false negative because of imprecision. Dharam and Shiva [14] also proposed a Runtime Monitoring framework that is monitoring the behavior of the application in the post-deployment to detect and prevent SQL injection attack based on Tautology. However, this method only detecting SQL injection attack based on Tautology. Qing and He [15] proposed a method that detect and prevent SQL injection attacks using a model that is generated by using an analysis technique to extract legitimate SQL queries and match it with AOP. However, the main limitation of this method that the source code of the program has to be visible.

Most of the existing SQL injection countermeasures either used syntax-based detection methods or a list of predefined rules to detect the SQL injection. Although such solutions can be suitable for basic SQL injection attacks, they are vulnerable to advance and sophisticated type attacks. This is because attackers create new ways to evade the detection utilizing their pre-knowledge about the conventional detection and mitigation approaches are based on parsing the SQL syntax.

Although semantic-based features can improve the detection, up to our knowledge, no studies focused on extracting the semantic-based features from SQL statements, while useful patterns can be extracted using machine learning techniques from the SQL queries traffic between the web server and the application server. This research proposed a model to enhance the performance of a hybrid analysis method for detecting SQL injection attack by extracting the semantic-based features using machine learning techniques.

IV. PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed model construction for improving the efficacy of detection SQL injection attack consists of three phases, Dataset Phase, Static and Dynamic analysis Phase, and Model Construction Phase. Dataset phase is the previous proposed method which this study is focusing on improving its performance by the proposed model construction. The second phase is the static and dynamic analysis process. Then, the third phase is the construct model. This section covers the details of each phase of the proposed model.

Phase I: Dataset

This phase is the previous method for detection SQLIA proposed by Ghafarian [16] which is combined between static and dynamic analysis method. Firstly, it suggested to insert a record at every table of the database that has only Symbols. Table 1 shows an example for this proposed database design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ProductID</th>
<th>ProductName</th>
<th>Constructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>$%$%</td>
<td>$%$%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Pen</td>
<td>Stablo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Pencil</td>
<td>Steadlier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Eraser</td>
<td>Airline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, it proposed an algorithm that implementing at the business logic layer of the web application which is an external program that will be applied in CGI interface for monitoring all the input queries before passing the request to the database.

The proposed algorithm:
```
{ Input_string = SQL Query ;
  Output_string =Null;
  Table_Name=get_table_name(Input_String);
  Where_String=get_where_Query(Input_String);
  Output_string="select *
  from"+Table_Name+"where"+Where_string;
  DataTable=Exec_Query(Output_string);
  X=find(DataTable,"$$");
  If(x==1) Return "Not Valid";
  Else Return "Valid";
} 
```

Phase II: Static & Dynamic Analysis

This phase is where the static and dynamic analysis take a place at the database access layer. By using the result that
getting from the algorithm and match it with the database that has the proposed design in phase I, so that will detect any types of SQL injection attack.

**Phase III: Model Construction**

In this phase, the semantic features that were extracted from the dynamic and static analysis will be combined and used to construct a model using machine learning techniques. Many algorithms will be tested such as the Random Forest algorithm (RF), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), support vector machine (SVM), and logistic regression (LR). The dataset which contains two types of SQL queries namely the benign and malicious SQL query will be used. A tenfold approach will be used to evaluate and validate the proposed detection model. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed SQL detection model.
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**V. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT PLAN**

Measuring the method performance is based on two factors that will take into consideration in evaluating the method and defining its limitation which are Detection Overhead and Error Rate. Following is discerption each factor:

1) **Detection Overhead**

Detection Overhead is the time that the method takes until detecting SQL attack which is called Detection Overhead.

2) **Error Rate**

Measuring the error rate of SQL injection attack methods is depending on two common issues which are, False-positive and False-negative. False-positive is to define correct request as SQL attack. False-negative is to define the SQL attack as a normal request and could not detect it.

**VI. EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN**

The evaluation and implementation plan are to create a testbed that included insecure web applications which is vulnerable to SQL injection attacks and databases, then perform a list of SQLIA without using the model. After that, re-perform the SQL injection attacks with the previous proposed method and with the model construction. Finally, the proposed model will be evaluated by reporting the results based on the performance measurement that have mentioned in the previous section which are, error rate and detection overhead. Figure 2 shows the implementation plan flow.
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**VII. CONCLUSION**

The aim of this research is to create a model that can increase the accuracy of SQL injection attack detection using machine learning techniques by extracting semantic features that can effectively indicate the attack. The proposed model consists of three phases which are Dataset, Static and Dynamic Analysis, and Model Construction. The evaluation and validation of the proposed model are in progress and the results will be presented in the next publications.
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